
A few minutes later, I descended to the kitchen and poured a cup of tea. “So Momma Nissi, tell me about this role of Best
Man. What does it mean? I have served as a Best Man in the U.S. before, but what is the role like in Uganda culture?”

I found out that the role is fairly similar in many respects. Standing with the groom at the altar, helping him dress, and
holding the rings for safekeeping, for instance, are all there. There are, however, at least two differences. 

Dear friends, family, and supporters in America, 
Greetings from Gulu, Uganda.

I had just rolled out of bed and was partially dressed when I got a knock on the door of my bedroom in Jinja.

“Teacher? Are you awake?” asked Momma Nissi.

“Yes?"

“Tracy is requesting you attend as Best Man at the wedding. Is it okay?”

The wedding would be my second opportunity to meet the groom, Shireef. 

“I accept.” The wedding would be in a few hours. Surely this was not the time to say no. 

In the U.S., we often offer a grand welcome to members of the wedding party as they enter the reception.This is also done
in Uganda, but the entrance is made several times over several hours. And each time, the Best Man and Matron are
supposed to dance their way to the front and in a new outfit. My limited briefing had not informed me I should bring
multiple outfits to the wedding. Fortunately, by a highly ironic chance, I happened to have three different-colored Charles
Dickens waistcoats with me--thanks to a Gulu tailor that is helping me prepare costumes for drama ministry this summer.
I managed to impress the Ugandans with my dancing. Pastor Alex told me later that they have been sending videos of it
to each other to enjoy in moments of boredom. Hopefully, these do not reach the U.S.

I am also told that the Best Man and Matron are chosen to perform a service that
continues beyond the wedding. They are usually a married couple chosen by the
newlyweds.This is because the Best Man and Matron are to offer spiritual counsel
that helps the marriage in the subsequent years. Rather like a godparent who may
help with the spiritual upbringing of their godchildren.Perhaps this tradition exists
or once existed in the U.S.? If so, I have not heard of it. It seems like a good one, even
if I, a bachelor, question my own qualifications to perform it.

When I mentioned my nervousness to Momma Nissi, she had practical advice.
“Shiref is young in the faith. Increase his knowledge of faith and salvation, and you
will inevitably help the marriage.” That helped me feel more at ease. I’ll be taking
him out to lunch in a couple of weeks to make up for the bachelor party that did
not happen.
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At the wedding



When Grace Sperry and Alisha Kneeland visited
Uganda last March, we sent them with Tracy to
visit her Muslim family. All three ladies put on
long dresses and hijabs for the occasion.Tracy
has shared she meets regularly with a group of
Muslim women for bible study. She keeps her
name Fauzia for these occasions. The history
between Tracy and her family has had many
black moments both before and after her
conversion. But things have gotten
considerably better in recent years.

Shiref asked me to make a speech on his behalf
at the wedding.I’ll give you an abbreviation of it
here:

God’s Blessings,
Michael Rokenbrodt 

The ministry of Ambassador Institute continues to open doors to share the Gospel with individuals like Fauzia and
Shiref. Would you partner with us in Uganda in this work? Consider supporting our Ambassador Institute: Teacher
Workshop special project. 

Our Ugandan team is ready to mobilize this year's workshops when funds become available.
https://www.aflcworldmissions.org/approved-special-projects/

Shiref and Tracy are both Christian converts from Muslim families. Tracy has led her mother to Christ, and so she and
Tracy’s oldest son were some of the only persons of the two families who felt comfortable attending the wedding.

I remember how much effort our family gave to help put on my sister’s wedding. It was a testimony to the Kingdom to
see how Tracy’s spiritual family stepped up for the couple and performed all the logistical contributions in the family
absence.Nate officiated. Brent and Aaron emceed. Alex drove. Rose provided the venue and overnight
accommodations. Mary and several others decorated, ran the errands, and orchestrated behind the scenes. David gave
away the bride.  I am sure Tracy’s mother was grateful. Even if they were finding their Best Man last minute (the Matron
got a whole 24 hours of notice!), you would not have been able to tell. Every detail had some to iron it. Emily afterward
said, “Knowing their story, it was one of the most beautiful weddings I’ve ever attended.” I am inclined to agree

Gifts can be given online or sent to: 
AFLC World Missions 

3110 E Medicine Lake Blvd 
Plymouth, MN 55441-3008

“I’d like to thank you on behalf of the groom for coming. There are many not present that we wish could be here. Look at
the empty chairs and see the family that might one day be sitting in them. Whenever I share Tracy’s testimony in the
U.S., I usually start with 1 Corinthians 9:19-23 [which I read to the wedding guests, and you should too!]. Tracy has always
embodied these verses to me. Her commitment to evangelizing to her Muslim neighbors and relatives is done with
grace and steadiness. In Gulu, we have a student named Frank who is in his second year of Ambassador Institute
studies. He has told us recently that he has started meeting with a group of 9 men, 34 women, and 12 children on
Wednesdays to share the training and lessons Frank has been receiving. Last week, some Muslim women in the group
asked if they should stop dressing like Muslims. Some Karamajong asked if they should stop dressing like Karamajong.
Of course, the answer [Frank gave] was no. God sends all of us to our families, perhaps before all others [cf. Mark 5:19].
Fauzia and Shiref, may I do my utmost to follow in your footsteps.” 

May we all.

Nate officiates the ceremony
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